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Prospectus 
Mission Statement; To empower therapists worldwide to practice spirit 
releasement sessions with their clients through quality online video training, 
and online support especially through coaching and mentoring video calls. 

Title   Spirit Releasement Therapy 

Certification;  Spirit Releasement Therapist, SRT 

Certifying Body; Past Life Awakening Institute 

Accreditation;  International Practitioners of Holistic Medicine, IPHM. 

Eligible For;  a) Practitioner Insurance   @$50 
    b) Certified Holistic Therapist, IPMH  @$62 

Trainer & Coach: Mark Beale, CHt, PLRT, SRT 

Timeframe;  One assignment per week or per month. 
    The course could be completed from one week to a year. 

Duration;  9 hours of video. 1 hour Audio. 4 hours Coaching. 
    Assignments requiring 22 hours input. Total; 26 hours. 

Support;   4 hours of video calls. 4 calls of 1 hour. 

Requirements; Complete 4 written assignments, including case studies. 

Prerequisites;  Certification requires submission of client case studies. 
    Most students are healers in a modality, with clients. 
    Students with certification and experience are accepted. 
    Prospective healers with willing subjects may be possible. 

Pre-Course Call; Free Initial Call to before enrolling to discuss the course  
    and pre-requisites. 

Description; Receive a certificate as a Spirit Releasement Therapist from the 
Past Life Awakening Institute, accredited by the International Practitioners of 
Holistic Medicine, IPHM. 

Learn; This course is about learning to do spirit releasement therapy sessions 
with your clients. Get a Manual to explain the process and how to work with 
variations of response. Get a Script Book to use in session. 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Time Frame 
The course is based around four modules. The time frame is flexible, so it’s up 
to you if you want to go very fast or slow. 

Fast - Four weeks; If you are an experienced therapist who has use hypnosis 
and regression before. You have some time to dedicate, and clients available to 
do a series of sessions right now. 

Moderate - Three months; If you have limited experience, limited time and 
limited access to willing clients. You can still learn and grow in this time, and 
maintain momentum. 

Slow; Up To One Year; If you have limited experience, limited time and 
limited access to willing clients. You probably shouldn’t start now if you thinking 
it’s going to take this long. Get ready first, then join. If it does drag on, I should 
still be there to help, but you might need more coaching at an hourly rate to 
get back lost momentum. 

Time Commitment 
Watching Videos;  9 hours of video tuition.  
    1 hour video or audio session.  Total       10 hrs 

Coaching;   4 x 1 hour      Total       4 hrs 

Assignments;  

Assignment 1; Preparation    
 Client interview, pre-talk  1 hour x 2 = 2 
 Write up session.    1 hour x 2 = 2  Total       4 hrs 

Module 2; ‘Discover Attachments’ 
 Session.      1.5 hours x2 = 3 
 Write up session.    1.5 hours x2 = 3  Total       6 hrs 

Module 3; ‘Earthbound Spirits’ 
 Session.      1.5 hours x2 = 3 
 Write up session.    1.5 hours x2 = 3  Total       6 hrs 

Module 4; ‘Dark Force Entities’ 
 Session.      1.5 hours x2 = 3 
 Write up session.    1.5 hours x2 = 3  Total       6 hrs 

           Total     36 hrs 
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Curriculum 
Module One Preparation For Spirit Releasement Therapy 

Understand the therapeutic context and principles of Spirit Releasement 
Therapy. Learn how to prepare your clients for SRT sessions, from the client 
interviews, to giving pre-talks, setting expectations and dealing with FAQs. 
Prepare yourself to be an SRT professional. 

Assignment 1; Interview and prepare your clients or a program of past life 
regression therapy sessions. 
Zoom Call 1; Mentoring session to review your client’s background, and prepare 
you for your first session. 

Module Two Session 1 - Discover Attachments 

Use clinical hypnosis and age regression to access positive resources of spiritual 
strength. Discover attached spirits with a body scan, invite your spirit guides, 
identify the types of attached spirits, and release the simplest form of 
Earthbound spirits. Integrate SRT with hypnosis & spiritual healing sessions. 

Assignment 2; Write a case study of 2 first sessions of SRT with clients. 
Zoom Call 2; Mentoring session to revise Assignment 2. 

Module Three Session 2 - Earthbound Spirits (EBs) 

Interview Earthbound Spirits, to learn the reasons for attachment. Do Age 
Regression to the cause; a) regress your client to the moments and cause of EB 
attachment, b) regress the EB to the moments and cause of attachment to your 
client. Use that interview to secure releasement for complex versions, and 
provide therapeutic antidotes to future attachments. 

Case Studies; There is one major to illustrate the entire three process of SRT. 

Assignment 3; Write a case study of 2 second sessions of SRT with clients. 
Zoom Call 3; Mentoring session to revise Assignment 3. 

Module Four Session 3 - Dark Force Entities (DFEs) 

Differentiate between EBs, EBs with nested DFEs, and DFEs. Manage 
communication and interview DFEs. Regress the client and DFE to the cause 
and moments of attachment. 

Learn the appropriate releasement techniques, including help from the Rescue 
Spirits of Lights, Archangel Michael and the Spirit Guide of the client and 
therapist. We’ll also introduce ETs. 

Assignment 4; Write a case study of 2 third sessions of SRT with clients. 
Zoom Call 4; Mentoring session to revise Assignment 4. 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Student Background & Certification 
Many students of this course are existing healers in another modality who have 
encountered spirit issues on their Healers Path. Others will have deep personal 
experience with forms of spirit on their Spiritual Path. 

Certification requires completion case studies based on putting the lessons from 
each module into practice. Since Spirit Releasement can be spontaneous and 
less common, there is provision in this course to use as your case studies; 

a) Events that have happened to your clients in the past, that are not able to 
be current or ongoing. So the case study can be ‘retro-active’ - we review what 
happened, and what could have been done. 

b) Events that are happening to you. Despite this being a course for therapists 
to help their clients, many that take it are healers you have their own healing 
issues. So you can be you own case study.  

This may require me to give you coaching on how to release entities yourself, 
using the methods shown in the curriculum, as part of our video-calls. It may 
involve you undergoing an additional program of interactive sessions with via 
online video call. This can help you with your own issue, and be a learning 
experience that you can use as a ‘credit’ for this course by writing up your own 
experience as a client and using that as the basis for your case study. This 
acknowledges the value of your own ‘healing crisis’ as an aid to becoming a 
healer. You’d then have just one case study to do with another. 

I will ask for details of your prior training and healing experience at the start of 
this course, and your personal experiences with spirits. Some students may be; 

1) Conventional Healers like psychologists or counsellors who already deal with 
emotional and mental issues, and want to learn spiritual issues, or  

2) Spiritual Healers, PLRT or Psychics who already deal with some spiritual 
issues, and want to learn more about EBs, DFEs and releasement. 

3) Prospective healers; who have deep personal spiritual experience with 
spiritual entities, and a number of spiritually mature willing practice subjects 
with good rapport, may be acceptable.  

The universe can deliver a ‘spiritual crisis’ or breakthrough to a group of 
soulmates. Everyone has to start some where. For SRT in particular, it’s not 
preferred but essential to have in-person certification in any another healing 
modality before taking this course, because it relies on deep personal 
experience to give a compelling reason to study. 

For the less conventionally trained, and for less spiritually initiated, extra 
mentoring sessions or complementary training in “Past Life Regression Therapy” 
or “Hypnotherapy with Age Regression” may be recommended. 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Case Studies and Exams 
The case studies are the exams. 

This is a practical course for practitioners. Theory, and even conventional 
reality, do not apply. Just do the sessions with the clients, and the assignments 
that convey you are doing it. This is the best way to convey you have 
understood, and used, the video material in the course. 

The video calls are oral exams. 

During our coaching we will review the curriculum. I’ll test your understanding, 
to find out what we can go deeper into. You’ll be prompted to ask questions and 
give answers. If I find areas you need to study, I’ll assign you to review parts of 
the course. 

There is not a specific exam with a required pass rate. The key passing and 
becoming certified is to complete the case study based assignments, by putting 
in a reasonable effort, and interacting on the mentoring video calls.  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IPHM Accreditation & Membership 
The Past Life Awakening Institute is accredited as a training provider by the 
International Practitioners of Holistic Medicine (IPHM), to certify students with 
this course “Spirit Releasement Therapy”, as both a Spirit Releasement 
Therapist, SRT, and Clinical Hypnotist, CH.  

Already included in the course are these benefits; 

a) it shows we as a training provider we meet the requirements and regulations 
of an independent, worldwide association of healthcare professionals. 

b) your certificate includes the logo of the Past Life Awakening Institute (PLAI), 
and the International Practitioners of Holistic Medicine (IPHM). 

c) insurance companies recognised your qualification from this course. You can 
apply for Professional Insurance. 

You have the additional option to; 

1) Buy Professional Insurance. You can apply to many insurance providers 
yourself with this certificate. The rate you pay is determined by your personal 
details and the level of cover you choose. 

2) Join the International Practitioners of Holistic Medicine (IPHM) as a therapist. 
This has a number of benefits; 

a) You can receive a discounted rate on professional insurance through a series 
of insurance companies that have a special relationship with the IPHM, 
including companies in the UK, US, Ireland, Canada, Australia and New 
Zealand, India, the EU and most countries worldwide. You don’t have to get 
insurance to be a member of the IPHM. 

b) You become a “Holistic Therapist, IPHM Approved”. You use the logo on your 
website, and the letters IPHM after your name. 

c) You get an IPHM certificate of membership a Members Therapy badge. 

d) Standard membership is £49 / $60 per year., with web & social media links.  
    Executive membership £99 or about $120, with a full directory listing. 

e) You can specify a total of six therapies and treatments on your IPHM 
membership. This course will make you a registered Holistic Therapist in Spirit 
Releasement Therapy and Clinical Hypnosis, which are specified as modalities 
by insurance providers.  

You could add four other modalities. So if you are a healer giving sessions in 
any other modality, you could add those to your Holistic Therapist membership, 
and Insurance details. If your not insured or register as a Holistic Therapist in 
these areas, now you can be.
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